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ABSTRACT

The study investigates the nexus concerning real exchange rate and economic growth in Sierra
Leone with coverage 1980-2015. Johansen Cointegration Approach was employed to gauge the
short run and long equilibrium relationship existing among the variables of interest. Empirical
results indicate significant long run relationship exists between exchange rate and economic
growth. Furthermore, exchange rate has positive impact on economic growth in the short run while
a negative impact in the long run. The emphasis is therefore on the fact that moderate exchange
rate depreciation in the long run spurs economic growth.
To ensure sustained economic growth, policies that curtail inflationary pressures, direct
Government expenditures to productive areas of the economy, revamp domestic industries and
ensure relative exchange stability should be pursued by monetary and fiscal authorities.
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CHAPTER ONE
1.1 Background
In economic and financial spheres, exchange rate is considered an essential variable for charting
the growth of a country’s economy. Nominal Exchange rate expresses one currency’s price with
respect to the price of another currency. Alternatively, exchange rate expresses foreign
currency’s price in terms of the domestic currency. However, real exchange rate shows the
degree of competitiveness of a country’s economy to international trade. It is the price of
tradables compared to nontradables. Non-tradables are goods with high transportation cost and
low shelf life and the reverse is true of tradables. Real exchange rate depicts the ‘consumption
baskets relative price of two countries, implying what can $1 buy in two or more countries.
Therefore, one needs the price of the countries’ consumption baskets and nominal exchange rate
in gauging the real exchange rate.
Real exchange rate usually computed by multiplying the nominal exchange rate by the price of
the foreign basket and dividing by the price of the domestic basket. Once the real exchange rate
equals one, purchasing power parity exists. It means that the price of foreign basket and the price
of the domestic basket are equal. If real exchange rate exceeds one, real exchange rate has
experienced overvaluation. An overvalued exchange rate means that the dollar price of the
domestic consumption basket of goods increases or the dollar’s purchasing power over the
domestic consumption baskets decreases. This reduces demand for exports because the price of
exports increases. It then feeds through to deteriorate the trade balance, decreases current
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account and then reduces GDP. Once real exchange rate is smaller than one, then there is
undervaluation. The undervalued real exchange rate means that dollar price of the domestic
consumption basket of goods decreases or dollar’s purchasing power over the domestic
consumption basket increases. This increases demand for exports because the price of exports
decreases, and then boost trade balance, improves current account and ultimately bolsters GDP.
The real exchange rate impact on the growth of the economy is essential given that it influences
numerous business investments and policy decisions.
The exchange rate regime type existing in any country is vital as it contributes in providing a
conducive environment to achieve and maintain macroeconomic stability. Generally, exchange
rate regimes are typified in two, these are floating exchange rate regime and fixed exchange rate
regimes. A Fixed exchange rate regimes occurs when exchange rates are maintained at fixed
levels. A floating exchange rate regime is wherein the invisible hand of exchange rate is driven
by forces of supply and demand of foreign currency. Most countries (including Sierra Leone) use
the floating exchange rate regime because it allows for adverse shocks to be more easily
absorbed than a fixed exchange rate regime.
Several countries today are being challenged due to instability of real exchange rate which
impacts on their economies performances. Economic theory maintains that for output growth to
rise, standard of living and per capita income in any economy that country’s economy should be
interlinked with other economies via exchange rate regimes and trade flows. As such, real
exchange rate is vital as it impacts on the income per capita and living standards of Sierra
Leoneans.
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A large strand of studies has focused on the effect of real exchange rate on growth of economies.
Rodrik (2008) maintains importance of exchange rate misalignment that impacts on growth of
economies. The study revealed that with sizeable total of developing countries, during its review
period 1950-2004, economic growth in the medium term was greater in undervalued exchange
rate countries. In addition, the outcomes show linear features and the same is true for both
undervalued and overvalued exchange rates. This means that undervaluation enhances economic
growth whilst overvaluation dampens economic growth.
Even though undervaluation helps a country, there is a potential ‘beggar thy neighbor’
consequence which occurs when a country devalues its currency backed by protective barriers to
assuage its poor economic performance. The key point is that currency devaluation of the results
in cheaper exports and more expensive imports.
Sierra Leone being a developing economy which is relatively small but open and the
management of Sierra Leone economy uses exchange rates as a key measure of the entire
economy. Central Bank of Sierra Leone exchange rate policy objectives include but not limited
to formulating and implementing the foreign exchange policy, in addition to owning, holding and
maintaining the official international reserves.
The late 1980’s marked the beginning of important strides in the Sierra Leone economy given
the shift from import substitution to export promotion (export-led growth) that paved the way for
lifting major restrictions by the then incumbent government on the economy. Major restrictions
that were lifted contain the liberalized current account and the carrying out of regime of floating
exchange rate.
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The study’s motivation is therefore to gauge the effects of real exchange rate on economic
growth in Sierra Leone. This study provides valuable insights for policy-makers in Sierra Leone
about real exchange rate impacts on economic growth in Sierra Leone.
1.2 Statement of the Problem
Sierra Leone faced macroeconomic challenges of sluggish growth rates and high inflation rates.
From 1980-1985 inflation was 45.81% while economic growth (Real GDP Growth) was 1.36%.
Over the period 1986-1990 inflation was 93.12%, whilst real GDP grew at 0.86%. This period
1986-1990 inflation was very high because Sierra Leone experienced the highest inflation rate of
178.9% in 1987. Furthermore, over the period 1991-1995 and 1996-2000, real GDP growth was 6.1% and -4.48% respectively whereas real exchange rate depreciation had a negative -1.7% and
5% respectively.
Instabilities on the domestic currency (leone) of Sierra Leone causes it to continuously
depreciate hence loosing value and negatively impacting on the living standards of Sierra Leone.
In particular, from 1980-1985 nominal exchange rate depreciated by 38.17% whereas from 19811985 real effective exchange rate appreciated by 128.59%.
In view of the above, policy makers in Sierra Leone are limited to take corrective action since
very few research has been done on this policy aspect. This has also resulted in the impairment
of the external sector’s competitiveness. The net effect has been macroeconomic instability and
hindrance to sustained long term growth of the economy.
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This study therefore supplements the literature about the real exchange rate impact on growth in
Sierra Leone economy. It also provides useful information for policy makers and enable them to
be more informed about exchange rate dynamics on the growth of the Sierra Leone economy.
In recent times, discussions on economic policy have been focused on stabilizing the real
exchange rate by realigning exchange rate as determined by market fundamentals (equilibrium
exchange rate). Ideally, stabilizing the exchange rate and appropriately aligning it are necessary
conditions for economic development.
Real exchange rate has impacted on real GDP growth given that it is heavily dependent on
imported goods backed by its specialized commodity exports. Due to its large import
dependency, imported inflation has emerged and contributed to exacerbating inflationary
pressures and this has translated to continuous leone depreciation. Secondly, real exchange rate
devaluations occurred to enhance output or economic growth, but this has been challenged by the
resultant rise in inflationary pressures. Ideally, the Government of Sierra Leone recognizes the
import of real exchange rate in that it is a significant macroeconomic variable in attaining and
sustaining low and stable inflation; sound but robust financial system; improve export
performance; regulate imports and bolster economic growth. However, the major challenge that
has thwarted achievement of these policy objectives has been the continuous rise in inflation.
1.3 Research Questions
In view of the aforementioned, the following questions deserve answers to achieve the
objectives of the study:


What is the causal relationship between exchange rate and economic growth?
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What is the effect of exchange rate on economic growth?

1.4 Objectives of the Study
The main objective of the study is to analyze the effects of real exchange rates on economic
growth of Sierra Leone. However, focus is paid to nominal exchange rate as it aid policy
discourse. The specific objectives of the study are to:


determine causal relationship between exchange rates and economic growth



examine effect of exchange rate on economic growth in both short and long run
periods

1.5 Significance of the Study
Few studies that have attempted to examine real exchange rate in Sierra Leone. For instance
Rawlings and Pravens (2000) conducted a study on Sierra Leone and nineteen other African
countries. Their study revealed that real exchange rate devaluation stimulated the trade balance
and this translated to enhance economic growth of Sierra Leone. Other studies such as Korsu and
Braima (2009), as well as Tarawalie (2010) have focused on the real exchange rate determinants,
and real exchange rate behavior on growth of Sierra Leone economy, respectively. However,
studies that gauge the effects of real exchange rate on economic growth for Sierra Leone on
annual time series data is hard to find.
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Sierra Leone as with other developing countries is confronted with the effects of the exchange
rate dynamics on the growth of the economy. This brings to the fore a duty of policy-makers to
fine-tune policies in relation to improving economic growth.
As such, the study seeks to fill in the lacuna in the literature, particularly in Sierra Leone
throughassessing the influence of real exchange rate on economic growth over coverage period
under review. Findings of this study supplements knowledge to the already existing empirical
evidence on real exchange rate and growth of Sierra Leoneeconomy. It provides useful
information for policy-makers in Sierra Leone in the prescription of plausible exchange rate
policies that will improve economic growth.

1.6 Scope of the Study
The study depicts a developing country with a small open economy, Sierra Leone and it covers
the period, 1980-2015.The period 1980-2015 was chosen because monetary and fiscal policies
were operationalize from 1980 going forward. The study uses a time series macroeconometric
techniques (cointegration) in the empirical analysis as the variables of interest are
macroeconomic based which are strictly related to the performance of the economy.
1.7 Organization of the Study
Following Introductory Chapter, the rest of the study isstructured as follows; Chapter Two
presents Exchange Rate and Macroeconomic Developments in Sierra Leone. Chapter Three
reviews the relevant Literature while Chapter Four outlines the Methodology and the sources of
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data Chapter Five reports the Empirical Results whilst Chapter Six gives the Conclusion and
Policy Implications.

CHAPTER TWO
EXCHANGE RATE AND MACROECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS IN SIERRA LEONE
2.1 The Trend of Exchange Rate Policies in Sierra Leone
Over the years, Sierra Leone lurched from a paradigm of strict autonomy and control to a free
market wherein demand and supply forces determine the prices of goods and services. This
trajectory ignited a set of policy shifts and the exchange rate policies were embodied in six
exchange rate regimes in Sierra Leone.
The first regime saw the leone pegged to the pound sterling at two leones per pound till 1966.The
rate was then transformed to a leone per 1.2 United States dollar($). In the same year was the
first currency devaluation of 14.3% backed by the pound devaluation serving as the intervention
currency. The authorities instituted this action due to the pessimism associated with the
stabilization programmes with respect to developments in international markets. The thrust of
this action by the authorities was to get rid of the vicissitudes related to the currency’s external
value with the aim of stimulating more capital outflow and creating a favourable balance of
payment stance. Then came 1972 which manifested a floated pound, thus appreciating the leone
by 3.8% given that a leone per $1.25 was the average exchange rate Moreover, due to the
termination of the sterling in June 1972, disentangled almost all of the opportunities that were
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forthcoming to Sierra Leone. In addition the early 1970’s portrayed the overvaluation of the
currency employed by the then government due to the benefits or opportunities that it accrued in
the short run. However this initiated the pitfalls associated with Sierra Leone’s exchange rates.

Pegging the leone to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) Special Drawing Right with its
disconnection from the pound sterling, propped-up a 5% of a leone per 0.731556 special drawing
rights in the 2nd of November 1978 initiated the second regime. It is pertinent to point out that
Sierra Leone had a fixed exchange rate system prior to this date. The leone was pegged to the
International Monetary Fund special drawing rights in view of the quest of minimizing adverse
currency external development in conjunction with the notion of trade pattern diversification.
More so, given that the special drawing right was portrayed as a basket of prominent currencies,
it was resilient against tremendous gyrations (fluctuations). At that time the government placed
more emphasis on ‘stability’ rather than a liberalized and rationalized exchange rate system. This
flared the parallel market system which shot up to 50.4% in 1982. It is prudent to point out that
between 1979 and 1981, measures of monetary and fiscal dimensions were put in operation, but
left the economy in a tampered state even though at an average rate of Le1.09 to $1.
The advent of December 1982 saw the commencement of the third regime. This regime impelled
the inception of the two-tier or dual exchange rate system being component of Modified
Exchange Rate Arrangement (MERA). This system was wherein government specified a fixed
exchange rate for its own transactions, supervised by the Central Bank also created a commercial
rate for all transactions other than its own. The purpose of the commercial rate was that of
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competing with the parallel market rate and ultimately being substituted in its stead. The parallel
market experienced an up-surge in demand due to foreign exchange rationing being most times
unstable, backed by a highly centralized allocation. In July 1983, the government resorted to a
unified exchange rate with a fixed dollar peg at Le2.5 to $1 till January 1985.
The unification of exchange which saw the nexus with the special drawing right disbanded
initiated the fourth regime. Also, the leone was pegged to United States dollars buttressed by the
eradication of the effective rate. This was due to the fact that it was perceived to be a rational
move because a significant quantum of parallel markets was denominated in dollars. It is a
truism that small fluctuations occurred even though there was an official rate of Le2.50 to $1.The
1st March 1984 marked the preliminary of another multiple exchange rate as an embodiment of
retention exchange rate, parallel market system had been motivated with official exchange rate
overvaluation and bank system’s reduction in foreign currency. Measures were put in place by
the then government to stimulate banking system’s foreign currency which proved unproductive
because ofdiffidenceexisting in banking sector. A new rate of Le6.21 to $1 was specified by the
government in February in 1985 with it delinked from the United States Dollars and pegged to
the Special Drawing Right. Similarly the government introduced an official effective exchange
rate for its transactions. These exchange rates were maintained for a while but it was later
realized that they were not economically favourable. Furthermore, in February 1985, with the
new rate introduced, there was a devaluation of 52%.
The 27th June 1986 saw the replacement by the flexible floating exchange rate system.This
presaged its fifth regime of exchange rate. For a clear-cut competition the then government
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undertook 60% devaluation. The 23rd May 1988 saw a significant policy shift wherein
competition was substituted for control which served as government policy instrument. Measures
were also taken in April 1990 to prop-up foreign liberalized restrictions. With more common
leone adjustment, the black market premium declined in 1990 to less than 30% and further
reduced in the first three quarter of 1992 to less than 20%.
The sixth exchange rate regime was introduced in April 1991; saw the inception of the managed
floating exchange rate system. This system was market and central bank determined. This regime
also saw the establishment of the Private Foreign Bureau. Moreover this regime witnessed the
rebel war which tampered with the exchange rate system and also created economic instability
covering a period from 1991-2000. Also, the replacement fixed exchange rate regime by
managed floating exchange rate regime in Sierra Leone was due to the notion that external sector
would be stimulated with a decline in real exchange rate misalignment. That notwithstanding,
there is nothing substantial to write home about the external sector.
During the years, exchange rate depreciation was a common trajectory; however, the real
exchange rate devaluation had been a rare phenomenon. This has been portrayed over different
periods. For instance, 1980-1985 nominal exchange rate depreciated by 38.17% whereas from
1981-1985 real effective exchange rate appreciated by 128.59%. In the same vein, 1991-1995
nominal exchange rate depreciated by 68.32% while real effective exchange rate appreciated by
only 102.90% as is shown in Figure 2.1 below.
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Figure 2.1: Nominal exchange rate and Real Effective exchange rate depreciation(+ve) or
appreciations(-ve) over the period 1980-2015
Source: By Researcher
The Real and nominal effective exchange rates also followed common trend over review period
as this is reflected in ‘figure 2.2’ .
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Figure 2.2:Real Effective Exchange Rate And Nominal Effective Exchange Rate Over The
Period 1980-2015
Source: By Researcher
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Figure 2.3Trends Of Exchange Rates Depreciation, Budget Deficit, Inflation And Real
GDP Growth In Sierra Leone Over The Period 1980-2015
SOURCE: By Researcher
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Contained in Figure 2.3 above indicates the dynamics in exchange rate and other selected
macroeconomic variables like budget deficit, inflation and real GDP. From the graph, the
analysis of exchange rate movement in Sierra Leone over the period 1980 to 2015 indicates a
causal relationship among exchange rate and selected macroeconomic indicators likeeconomic
growth, inflation and budget deficit. Graphically, the dynamics in the exchange rate followed the
same trend with inflation, economic growth and budget deficit. More specifically, from 2003
going forward, the movement in exchange rate mimicked inflation. By inspection, it illustrated
that high inflation period were accompanied by huge fluctuation in exchange rate. In particular,
inflation decreased from 12.05% in 2005 to 9.54% in 2006 and then rose to 11.66% in 2007,
while exchange rate depreciation also increased from 4.33% in 2005 to 5.66% in 2006 and then
reduced to 8.04% in 2007.
Ideally, from the analysis of the trend a tentative conclusion can be drawn out that dynamics in
exchange rate prompt inflation and some association exist between exchange rate dynamics and
growth of the economy. Therefore, there is need to empirically investigatethe actual
nexusprevailingamong the variables of interest.

2.2 Macroeconomic Development Since 1980
The 1980’s was masked by unfavorable trade balances in most Sub-Saharan African countries
which made many of these countries resort to devalue their real exchange rates such that prices
of imports would increase and export prices would fall. Simply put, exports will become cheaper
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relative to imports. Sierra Leone like other West African countries was also confronted with this
predicament of unfavorable trade balance that dampened economic growth.
It is pertinent to point out that Sierra Leone relies mainly on the export of minerals such as
diamonds, gold, bauxite, among others. It is an importer of manufactured goods such as
machinery and transport equipment, and also agricultural products such as rice (staple food),
beverages and others. The trade balance of Sierra Leone has largely been negative because her
imports were greater than her exports and this in turn has reduced economic growth.
Over the period 1980-1985, export as a percentage of gross domestic product(GDP) was 16.36%
whereas imports as a percentage of gross domestic product was 25.82%; in the same light export
growth was 25.94% while import growth was 21.96%. During the period 1991-1995, export as a
percentage of gross domestic product (GDP) was 15.33% while imports as a percentage of gross
domestic product (GDP) was 25.53%, export growth was 41.72% while import growth was
17.34%.
Financial Interest Rates, Government Securities, Treasury Bills, Percent per annum of Sierra
Leone was 11% over the period 1980-1985 and was 26.8% over the period 1991-1995 as is
shown in Table 2.1

The formation of the National Economic Emergency Programme (NEEP) in 1987 was geared
towards stimulating the economy. The components of this were that of rigid currency, holding
and cross border, trade control backed by staple product price control. However in December of
1989, the national economic emergency programme (NEEP) was eradicated in favor of the
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economic recovery program (ERP) because the former was not that effective. This economic
recovery program (ERP) was borne out of a constellation of meetings involving International
Monetary Fund (IMF)in addition to World Bank geared to inculcating structural adjustment
programmes (SAPs). It is a crystal fact that the program was not directly supported by the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) notwithstanding that it had some amount of similarities as
the conventional International Monetary Fund (IMF) programmes. The economic recovery
programme’s thrust was the implementation of structural adjustment programmes encompassing
fiscal and monetary restraint with the sole objective of economic recovery. It is prudent to point
out that the financial authorities were at first unwilling to devalue the leone because of phobia
that the leone’s external value would decline buttressed by inflation skyrocket transmitted via
exchange rate phenomenon.
A myriad of exchange rate adjustment programmes were implemented in the 1980’s and also the
1990’s with Implementation of floating exchange regime (managed), given that the balance of
payments was in deficit continuously. Tremendous efforts were made by the democratically
elected government in 1994 to bolster the economy. The early part of 1999 saw the inception of a
liberalized currency due to Sierra Leone’s foreign currency market. The revenue phase of the
economy was taken into cognisance due to the fact that government expenditure retrenchment
was pursued.
The revenue flow increase was propped-up by the government with the establishment of
National Revenue Authority (NRA) in 2002 and National Social Security Insurance Trust
(NASSIT). National Revenue Authority was formed for purpose of effectively and efficiently
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collecting taxes while National Social Security Insurance Trust was formed with the aim of
catering for old aged retired workers who contributed to this scheme. In addendum the
propagation of the goods and services tax (GST) by the government is to stimulate government
revenue base.
In addition, the Government in recent times has put in measures to promote exports such as the
formation of Sierra Leone International Export Promotion Agency (SLIEPA). This has helped to
boost exports and hence bolster the improving economic growth. The discovery of iron-ore and
oil deposits in 2011 brought in companies such as London Mining Company and African
Minerals Limited. Proceeds from their exports enhanced the output growth rate of Sierra Leone
from 6.03% in 2011 to 15.22% in 2012 and 20.1% in 2013. The highest GDP Sierra Leone has
ever experienced. However, the outbreak of the Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) in Sierra Leone in
2014 reduced the RGDP growth to 4.3% in 2014 and the economy slumped to recession of 21.10% in 2015. This disease outbreak took its toll on the economy of Sierra Leone as over
2,000 lives were lost. With the intervention of the World Health Organization, International
Community of Red Cross, Medicines Frontier and the international community to salvage the
EVD, the outbreak was halted, reduced and subsequently eliminated.
TABLE 2.1: Some External Sector Indicators for Sierra Leone, 1980 – 2015.

INDICATOR

1980 1985

1986 1990

1991 1995

1996 2000

2001 2005

2006 2010

20112015

Real GDP Growth (%)

1.53

1.09

-5.05

0.47

7.85

5.54

4.91

Inflation Rate (%)

45.81

93.12

48.12

21.37

6.53

12.22

11.20
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Export(% of GDP)

16.36

26.24

27.04

15.33

13.02

15.17

25.55

Import(% of GDP)

25.82

20.85

28.51

25.56

29.91

27.39

56.63

Export Growth (%)

25.94

187.56

37.03

17.64

35.31

16.84

33.60

Import Growth (%)

21.96

147.43

43.06

41.72

22.02

21.55

32.03

Financial,
Interest
Rates,
Government
Securities,
Treasury
Bills,
Percent
per
annum

11

26.8

32.94

23.70

19.53

16.61

9.85

Source: Compiled by Researcher
2.3 Sierra Leone in Pre-war, War and Post-War Periods
It is pertinent to maintain that for ease of exposition, the period 1980-1990 is depicted as pre-war
period, whereas from 1991-2001 is described as war period and from 2002-2015 is the post-war
periods. Sierra Leone became independent on the 27th April 1961. Tarawalie (2010) indicated
that its annual economy grew by nearly four per cent during that decade. This goes to justify that
the macroeconomic fundamentals were on track.
Over the period 1980-1990, Sierra Leone experienced macroeconomic imbalances such as
considerable rise in inflation and reduced economic growth. During this period, Sierra Leone
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recorded average inflation and real GDP growth was 67.31% and 1.33% respectively. These
imbalances occurred in the economy due to inappropriate policies that slumped the economy. For
instance, the 1980 Organization of African Unity Summit was hosted in Sierra Leone, combined
with the ramifications of the two energy crises in 1973 and 1979, built-up and created huge drain
of the country’s foreign reserves. Furthermore, the country was left in bankruptcy and a spate of
considerable external debt burden.
During the period 1991-2001, marked the civil war period in Sierra Leone. This slumped the
Real GDP growth to -2.73% and exchange rate depreciated to 1184.76 whilst inflation was
31.78%. Prior to 1991, Sierra Leone agree with IMF and World Bank on a policy framework
paper (PFP). Moreover, 1990 saw Sierra Leone incorporated by the IMF into rights accumulation
program with coverage 1992-1994.Furthermore, Sierra Leone entered into the World Bank’s
Structural Adjustment Program over the period 1992-1993. However, the developments were
cancelled out by civil war over the review period. The post-war period 2002-2015, saw Sierra
Leone recovering from the after-effects of the war and relaunching the economy on its path to
resume economic growth. However, the outbreak of the Ebola Virus Disease in 2014 reversed
most of the gains made over the review period. Despite this, Sierra Leone still had an economic
growth of 5.15%, inflation was 11.72% whereas exchange rate was 3,967.33 under the review
period as shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4:Real GDP growth, Inflation and exchange rate in Sierra Leone during the Prewar(1980-1990), War(1991-2001) and Post-war(2002-2015) periods
Source: By Researcher
The history of foreign exchange policy is crucial as it portrays the effects of such policies on the
economy of Sierra Leone. Taken in one breath the study’s motivation assesses the impacts of
exchange rate on growth inSierra Leone economy.

Chapter Three
Review of Relevant Literature
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3.0 Introduction
This chapter considers relevant literature classified into theoretical and empirical literature.
Theoretical aspect discusses the conceptual issues of real exchange rate and its theoretical
underpinnings while the empirical literature reviews a survey of relevant empirical evidences
globally, within Sub-Saharan African countries and Sierra Leone in particular.
3.1 Theoretical Literature
Real exchange rate depicts a significant macroeconomic indicator anda key measure of relative
prices in an economy. If it is out of line with fundamentals, misallocation of resources will
ensue. The standard theoretical concepts that seek to explain the basis of real exchange rate
include the Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) Theory, Marshall-Learner Condition, Balassa
Samuelson Effect, Elasticity Approach, Absorption Approach of the transmission mechanism
between Real Exchange rate and Growth of the economy, J-Curve effect and the Monetary view
of the balance of payment.

These theories are also interrelated theories of exchange rate

dynamics and economic growth. Essentially, linkamong the real exchange rate and growth of the
economy is explained through aggregate demand and aggregate supply channels. Aggregate
demand channel shows that real exchange rate depreciation enhances domestic goods
international competitiveness , improves net exports and this feed through to increase real output.
The aggregate supply contends that real exchange rate depreciation augments production costs
and this is translates to decreasing real output and income is redistributed to the advantage of the
rich.
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3.1.1 The Purchasing Power Parity Theory (PPP)
Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) concept of real exchange rate usually used computational
approach because of its simplicity in defining and expressing the nominal exchange rate in
relation to prices.
Nominal exchange rate is expected to show how much one currency can buy another currency
(purchasing power) and this rate of exchange occurs within two countries that are gauged by the
reciprocal of a country’ price of currency relative to another. (Cassel, 1916).
The assumption of the purchasing power parity posits that real exchange rate in the long run
(equilibrium real exchange rate) is stable over periods of time, thus movement in nominal
exchange rate tends to balance the movement in relative prices.

In effect, two rates of

equilibrium systems are defined by this approach. Firstly, the short run exchange rate is depicted
contextually for existing rate in freely floating exchange rate system of balance. Secondly,
equilibrium exchange rate in the long run prompted equilibrium of balance of payment over
time, these results eventually shore-up the balance of payment position.
This theory states that exchange rates between any two countries will reflect changes in the level
of prices within those countries. Suppose the price of a product in Sierra Leone increases by 20%
when the price of a similar tradable product in the USA remains unchanged, it implies that the
exchange rate for dollar must appreciate in order to maintain the doctrine of unit price. The law
of one price maintains given two countries production of the same good with zero transportation
cost, the price of the good should be the same regardless of where it is produced.
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The Purchasing Power Parity approach depicts a long run exchange rate dynamics. A change in
the economic fundamentals is translated into a change in the purchasing power parity
equilibrium real exchange rate thus causing misalignment of the nominal exchange rate from
equilibrium.

3.1.2 Balassa-Samuelson Effect
The basic point is that economies experiencing high growth in output also have increased wage
growth resulting in real exchange rates that are higher. The Balassa-Samuelson effect submits
higher wages in the tradable goods sector of emerging economies result in increased wages in
non-tradable (service) sectors. A resultant rise in inflation speeds up inflation rates in developing
economies relative to sluggish growth in developed economies. This means that the BalassaSamuelson effect reflect that relative price of tradables to non-tradables adjusted because richer
countries have higher relative prices for non-tradable goods.
Balassa-Samuelson effect puts forward that developing economies optimal inflation rate exceeds
that of developed countries. It maintains that developing countries increase their output by
efficient use of factors of production (land, labour capital and entrepreneurs). As a result, wages
increase in both non-tradableand tradable goods component of the economy. Economic agents
use more goods and services due to the rise in their wages translates to pushing prices upwards.
During the growth process of developing economies, wages also rise but this increase shows up
in the economy’s tradable and non-tradable goods sectors. Economies produce more than they
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consume given a sluggish growth in wages and this feeds through to increase the current account.
The reverse is also true given a faster wage increase compared to the productivity rate.
Ideally, the influence of appreciating real exchange rate for developing countries is entrenched
on regime type (fixed or floating) existing in that country. Fixed exchange rate regimes are more
akin to a rise in general prices-levels whereas floating exchange rate regime are more associated
with depreciations.

3. 1.3 The Transmission Channels between RER and Economic Growth
Transmission mechanism between the real exchange rate and economic growth is identified from
a number of ways including Absorption approach, J-curve effects and the Monetary View.
3.1.4 The Absorption Approach
Thrust of this approach lies focuses on trade balance improvement requires an income
riseexceeding total domestic expenditures. It is pertinent to indicate that a favorable balance of
trade position requires a rise in production compared to absorption. The absorption approach
posits that devaluation might vary connection amid expenditures oramong absorption and
income for real and nominal kinds. This approach submits that the currency devaluation would
result in a rise in inflationary prices that would cancel the initial effect of price increase.
This approach describes trade balance theory as a basic macroeconomic identity showing the
linkamongst trade balance and hence economic growth and macroeconomic aggregates.
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Given that the total national income converts to gross domestic product and the current account
converts to trade balance, that is no transfers or services occur. This can be specified as
Y-A =TBDC = XDC-MDC-------- (3.1)
A= C+I+G---------------------------- (3.2)
Where:
Y= gross domestic product
A=absorption
TBDC= trade balance in domestic currency
XDC=value of exports in domestic currency
MDC= Import value in domestic currency
The absorption approach emerges aggregate expenditures which is key to the direct effect of
variations in exchange rate on relative prices, income and absorption moreso, balance of trade.
The nominal effect of devaluation can be captured under the absorption approach given that only
domestic side of the economy are portrayed. There is an assumption of the Keynesian short run
world. Two effects are indicated due to the devaluation that reduces the relative prices of
domestic goods in domestic currency. These are the expenditure-substitution effect and income
effect. Income effect stems from the increased absorption and the decline in trade balance. The
absorption approach purports that the devaluation will generally result in a decline in terms of
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trade and ultimately decline inaggregate income. In other words, relevant intuition shows that
decrease of export price measured as foreign currency occurs due to devaluation.
3.1.5 J-Curve Effect
The primary elucidation of the J-curve effect is that, though instantaneous adjustment of
exchange rates occurs, time lag is experienced consumers and producers response adjusting to
relative price variations (Junz and Rhomberg, 1973; Magree 1973; and Meadel 1988). In short
the J-curve effect results in a worsening of the trade balance at initial exchange rate depreciation,
and then boils down to an improvement. This trajectory employed by the trade balance was jshaped and thus given the nomenclature J-curve effect.
The hypothesis of a J-curve indicates that, because ofexchange rate depreciation, the trade
balance measured as domestic currency deteriorates in the period of impact, and subsequently
improves. The key point is that exchange rate depreciation at first results in cheaper exports and
expensive imports, hence deteriorating current account. Afterwards, the quantum of exports will
begin to increase due to lower prices to foreign buyers, and local consumers will purchase fewer
of the expensive imports. Trade balance will subsequently improve to boost economic growth.
The Marshall –Lerner condition and the Balassa-Samuelson effect also holds for the J-curve to
be manifested in the economy. Economies that have exhibited the J-curve phenomenon include
Saudi Arabia and China.

3.1.6 The Monetary View
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The central idea of the monetary approach approach is borne out of the fact “the balance of
payment is essentially a monetary phenomena” (Frenkel and Johnson, 1977 p.21). The Monetary
view shows the link that exist amongst the balance of payment of a country with its money
supply(Chacholiades,1990:463).It indicates a general level of balance of payments (international
reserves). Given fixed exchange rate system, excess supply of money caused augmented
expenditure and this translates into enhanced domestic demand for foreign goods and services.
This enhanced domestic demand is financed via depleting of foreign exchange reserves, hence
deteriorating balance of payments. Injection of foreign exchange reserves dampens the supply of
money thus creating equilibrium with money demand. This in turn restores monetary equilibrium
but halt foreign exchange reserves outflow. A surfeit money demand prompts an opposite
correction and this causes foreign exchange reserves inflow and thus ultimately restores balance
of payments position equilibrium.
Monetary approach is illustrated as follows: the balance of payment identity is specified as
CA+KA=∆F-------- (3.3)
Where:
CA=current account
KA=capital account
∆F= change in a country’s foreign reserves
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The above identity elucidates that a scrutiny of the Central Banks foreign reserves presages the
overall balance of payment effects. The monetary approach from the standpoint of the Central
Bank’s balance sheet is specified as
DC+FRS=HPM=RM+CP-------- (3.4)
Where:
DC=domestic credit, FRS=foreign reserve stock, HPM=high powered money, RM=reserves
money
CP=currency in public hands
Given that M=domestic money supply. Simplifying by equating M=MB that is the money
multiplier is implicitly assumed constant and is unity. Thus considering left-hand side of
equation (3.4)
D+FDC=M-------- (3.5)
This identity expounds that in an open economy residents can impact on the quantity of money
through conversion of domestic currency into foreign currency and securities or vice versa
Applying calculus to (3.5) by taking first difference.
∆FDC=∆M-∆D-------- (3.6)
Where ∆M=flow demand of money balance or hoarding.
Thus the following condition below must hold
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CADC+KADC=∆FDC=∆M-∆D-------- (3.7)
Where:
CADC=current account in domestic currency
KADC=capital account in domestic currency
Right-hand-side conveys that when domestic credit is greater than hoarding a country’s reserves
decline. The left hand side explains that a country’s current account and capital accounts are both
in deficit; the country has to deplete foreign reserves.
Link between the monetary view and economic growth is that ideally, economic growth
enhances the balance of trade and the balance of payment but dampens capital account balance.
During the growth of the economy, money demand rises and given that autonomous money
supply does not rise, then the extra domestic currency will work its way through the economy via
the balance of payment channel. In the same vein, given that there is a deficit on the capital
account’s balance of payment, economic agents demand for bond rises as feedback from
increased income, thus bonds are purchased from abroad by residents.
Alternatively, a huge increase in autonomous money supply or commodities and services
demand dampens balance of payments. Money supply increase leads todisposal of previous
funds by residents in a country via expenditures on commodities and services and also locking
these funds into bonds
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3.2 Empirical Literature
The empirical literature is replete with evidence about effects of real exchange rate on growth of
the economy. This is organized from three ways; thus Studies outside Africa, Studies in Africa
with emphasis on Sub-Saharan Africa and those Studies carried out in Sierra Leone.
3.2.1 Studies outside Africa
Rodrik (2008) using a coverage of 1950-2004 on the real exchange rate and economic growth
showed that for developing countries, managing the real exchange may contribute to enhancing
welfare if

this enhances the terms of trade of sectors internally given dynamic learning

capabilities’. The evidence indicates that undervaluation feeds through its favorable effects on
the economy’s proportion of tradables. Hence, developing economies that devise measure of
enhancing relative profitability of their tradables can attain higher output growth.
Gala (2008) in investigating level of real exchange and economic development, found negative
relationship between GDP per capita growth with Purchasing Price Parity-based index of real
exchange rate overvaluation using

panel of fifty-eight developing countries over the period

1960 to 1999. This study employed a General Method of Moments (GMM) estimation
techniques and the result was robust relative to variations in independent variables in additionto
econometric techniques.
Sallenave (2009) assessed the effect of growth on misaligned real effective exchange rate for
Group of twenty economies with coverage 1980-2006. The study employed the behavioral
equilibrium exchange rate (BEER) model to model real effective exchange rate and subsequently
computedmisalignment levels. The conclusion was that emerging economies showed huge
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misalignments relative to industrialized economies. Using the dynamic growth model estimated,
he averred that economic growth in G20 economies were negatively impacted by levels of
misalignments.
Berg and Miao (2010) verified Rodrik’s analysis spanning 1950-2004 and employed Ordinary
Least Squares model techniques with time-fixed effects. They found that overvaluations in
currency are negative for growth whereas currency undervaluations have positive correlation
with growth in developing-countries. This technique was inappropriate given the panel nature of
the study, therefore Ordinary least squares method falls short in this realm.
Toulaboe (2011) using panel data approach modelling and examined how the mean growth rate
of per capita GDP and misalignment in real exchange rate were related and used data from thirtythree developing economies with coverage1985 to1999. It was found thatmisalignments in
average real exchange rate had negative correlation with growth of the economy. Hence, wrong
exchange rate policies stifle numerous developing economies performance.
Some other studies such as Kappler et al. (2011) sampled one hundred and twenty eight
economies both advanced and developing countries over the period 1960-2008, taking into
consideration twenty-five periods of large nominal and real appreciations and their effect on
output or economic growth. Their results show that the nominal and real appreciations have
limited impact on growth or output. Furthermore, there was a negative impact on growth or
output that was only one percent after six years and the results were statistically insignificant.
Diaw and Ka (2012) employed the Generalised Method of Moments (GMM) estimating
technique gauged the effect of flexible exchange rate on economic growth in developing
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countries. Their study revealed that exchange rate flexibility on economic growth was significant
than fixed exchange rate regime using time series data.
Loganathan et al. (2012) assessed exchange rates impact on Malaysia’s economic growth with
time series data coverage 1971 to 2009. They employed a model of ARDL time series coverage
bounds test. Their study found that long-run relationship existing amongst real and nominal
exchange rate with real exchange rate coefficient having high positive significance, thus averred
that real and nominal exchange rates impact similar causal effect to output growth. This indicates
that exchange rate systemically via monetary policy be reflective to enhance Malaysia‘s
sustainable and stable economic growth.
Rasaq (2012) assessed effects of exchange rate fluctuations on macroeconomic variables using
Correlation Matrix, Granger Causality test and Ordinary Least Square (OLS). It revealed that
fluctuations in exchange rate has positive effect on output and indicated that it was imperative
for Nigeria to shore-up its revenue base via expansion by including more exportable items,
improve domestic production, decrease importation of non-essential items amongst others, This
in turn will supplement a reduction in exchange rate fluctuations.
Rapetti et al. (2011) used quantile regressions over the period 1960-2004, in developing
countries and found levels of real exchange rate and economic growth have positive relationship.
They discovered developing countries portray more of this strong relationship.
Nouira and Sekkat (2012) employed panel of fifty economies over with coverage 1980–2005,
and employing a panel data model found no evidence supporting that undervalued exchange rate
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spurred the

growth of

developing economies with exclusion of episodes of over-valued

exchange rates.
Vieira et al. (2013) studied eighty-eight advanced and emerging countries, employing panel data
over the period 1970-2009 applying two-step system Generalized Method of Moments (GMM)
panel models, confirmed volatility in exchange rate has negative effects on output or economic
growth however; modest exchange rate has positive impact on economic growth.
Benigno et al (2014) employed a Cobb-Douglas model incorporating exchange rate misalignment of
Spain using time series data wherein exchange rate real appreciation results in externality that is
costly. Their model also incorporated trade sector endogenous growth. The results of their study
showed that real depreciation moves demand away from traded goods, hence, it results in
productivity growth reduction that are uninternalized by economic agents.

3.2.2 Studies in Sub-Saharan Africa
Ndambendia and Alhayky (2011) using a smooth transition regression model and found that
nonlinear relationship between exchange rate fluctuations and economic growth in fifteen subSahara-African countries. Their study revealed negative volatility-growth relationship once ratio
of domestic credit to Gross Domestic Product lies below a threshold of 57 percent,
whilstexceeding this threshold the relationship becomes negative.
Fumey (2012) examined direction of impact of real exchange rate and economic growth in
Ghana with coverage 1980-2010 using a modified version of the standard Keynesian model
within cointegration technique. The study finds that real exchange rate in Ghana feeds through
the aggregate supply channel and work its way to economic growth. In a similar manner, Adamu
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(2012) investigated the effect of real exchange rate on economic growth in Nigeria from 1981 to
2012, using modified Keynesian model. The study revealed that real exchange rate positively
impacts on economic growth in Nigeria.
Akpan and Atan (2012) assessed the impact of exchange rate dynamics on economic growth in
Nigeria employing quarterly data spanning 1986-2010. They employed a General Method of
Moments (GMM)

estimation techniques and their results showed no evidence of significant

direct relationship among output growth and exchange rate dynamics. Furthermore, economic
growth in Nigeria was directly affected by monetary variables. Also, Dada and Oyeranti (2012)
assessed theinfluence of exchange rate on macroeconomic aggregates in Nigeria with coverage
1970 - 2009 using vector autoregressive model. Their results indicate no evidence of strong
direction relationship between variations in exchange rate and economic growth.
Oriavwote and Oyovwi (2012) assessed real exchange rate determinants in Nigeria with
coverage 1970-2010 and employed a parsimonious Error Correction Model (ECM). It was
revealed that nominal effective exchange rate, price level and capital flow are key determinants
of the real effective exchange rate in Nigeria while terms of trade, ratio of Government spending
to GDP and technological progress were not

key determinants of Nigeria’s real effective

exchange rate.
Attah-Obeng, et al (2013) assessed exchange rate in relation to GDP growth in Ghana with
coverage 1980 to 2012 employing scattered diagram for real GDP and exchange rate and finally
estimating simple linear regression using ordinary least squares (OLS).Their results showed that
undervaluation boosts economic growth in Ghana in the short run.
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Odeniye (2016) studied the connectionamong exchange rate dynamics and economic growth in
Nigeria with coverage 1970-2013 and employed a Standard Deviation Model. The study
revealed that the connectionamongst real exchange rate dynamics and economic growth of
Nigeria was insignificant but positive in periods of long run and short run.
3.2.3 Studies in Sierra Leone
Korsu and Braima (2009) investigated the real exchange rate determinants in Sierra Leone using
an estimated time series model.The study showed that rises in, capital inflows, price level capital
accumulation and trade restrictions result Sierra Leone‘s actual real exchange rate appreciating.
Though output and nominal exchange rate depreciate Sierra Leone’s real exchange rate;
improvements in terms of trade and rises in capital flow depreciate the equilibrium real exchange
rate, whilst capital accumulation, rise in output, increase in Government expenditures and trade
restrictions appreciate the equilibrium real exchange rate.
Tarawalie (2010) studied the effects of real effective exchange rate on the economic growth of
Sierra Leone by employing the basic IS-LM Model for an open economy using annual data
converted into quarterly data with coverage 1990-2006. The study concluded that real effective
rate depreciation increased growth of output.
In the empirical literature, it is pertinent to maintain a mixed corroboration on the effects of real
exchange rate on economic growth. While several authors aver that real exchange rate
depreciation eventually translates into improve economic growth, others maintain that
depreciation most often contracts the economic growth. Given the aforementioned, it is
imperative to investigate the effects of real exchange rate on economic growth in Sierra Leone.
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From the above literature, it is seen that few studies have been done in Sierra Leone about effects
of real exchange rate on economic growth. Thus, thisstudy fillsthe lacunaby contributing to
policy aspect that will keep policy makers more informed about exchange rate dynamics on
output growth.

CHAPTER FOUR
METHODOLOGY, ESTIMATION OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
4.1 Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework is based on the elasticity approach to the balance of payment.
Elasticity approach emanates from Robinson (1937) and emphasizes on the effects of exchange
rate dynamics on imports and exports of an economy, in additionto how it translates to trade
balances before leading to economic growth. The elasticity approach is entrenched on certain
assumptions.
The initial assumption indicates that the balance of payment is in equilibrium with the net export
which is also equivalent to the current account of a country. This is expressed as follows:
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BOP= NX  CA

4.1

Where:
BOP= balance of payment
NX = net exports
CA = current account
Furthermore, the second assumption states that a simple model of two countries having two
goods with fixed prices in national currency is constructed and is reflective of the traditional
producer’s currency pricing. Moreover, each good is available only in one of the countries
(endowment differences) and relative price between home and foreign good coincides with terms
of trade as shown in expression 4.2.

qTOT≡

PEX/SP*IM

4.2

Where:

qTOT = Terms of trade
PEX = Price of exports
SP*IM = Price of imports
The third assumption indicates that trade is possible in a much perfectly homogenous good. This
means that households and firms have a good that is similar so that substitution in consumption
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is possible. However, differences exist that are shown to consumers depending on where the
good is coming from, whether from households or firms.
From the above assumptions, a change in nominal exchange rate ‘S’ causes direct change in the
relative prices of goods given in equation (4.2). This feeds through to a change in quantities
demanded for the two goods qdEXand qdIM . Furthermore, under the assumption of perfectly
elastic supply is an implicit relationship embedded in it. This relationship in the simple model is
given in equation 4.3 as follows:

qdEX≡qs

EX

4.3

where:

qdEX = quantity demand of exports
qs

EX

= quantity supplied for exports

And

qdIM≡qsIM

4.4

Where:

qdIM= quantity demand of imports

qs

IM

= quantity supplied for imports

This will translate in adjustment of disequilibrium in the balance of payment. Exchange rates and
exports are positively related, whereas exchange rates and imports are negatively related.
Elasticities of exports and imports with respect to the nominal exchange rate can be expressed as:
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EX

= (  qEX

/ qEX )

/ (  S/S)

4.5



IM

=

- (  qIM / qIM) / (  S/S)

4.6

The Marshall Lerner condition can be derived from the aforementioned as:
CA ≡ PEXqEX – SP*IMqIM
CA+ ΔCA ≡PEX(qEX + ΔqEX)

4.7

– (S + ΔS)P*IM(qIM + ΔqIM )

4.8

ΔCA ≡ PEXΔqEX – SP*IMΔqIM – ΔSP*IMqIM – ΔSP*IMΔqIM

ΔCA ≈ PEXΔqEX – SP*IMΔqIM – ΔSP*IMqIM =

 +
EX

4.9

>1

IM

4.10

Where:

 EX = Foreign price elasticity of demand for export
 IM= Domestic Price elasticity of demand for import

The elasticity approach incorporates the Marshall Lerner condition which posits that devaluation
of the domestic currency will only improve the balance of payment when the sum of elasticity of
imports demand and elasticity of exports demand is exceeds unity in absolute terms.
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Given that the demand elasticity for exports is zero. This means that the amount of exports in
domestic currency remains unchanged as it was before devaluation. Suppose the sum of the
elasticities of demand for imports and exports exceeds unity, then the elasticity of imports
demand must exceed 1(one), such that there will be a decline in imports value. Since imports
have declined and exports have not reduced then there will be an enhancement in the balance of
payments. This improvement in the balance of payments feedthrough to bolstering economic
growth.
Furthermore, given that the imports demand elasticity is zero, imports values will increase by the
same percentage of devaluation. Suppose that the demand elasticity of exports exceeds unity, the
exports value will exceed that of the percentage devaluation. Hence, this will lead to
improvement of the balance of payments. Given that every component of the demand elasticity is
smaller than one, however, the sum of elasticities of demand for imports and exports exceeds
one, then there will be enhancement in the balance of payments. This is because the increase in
exports in domestic currency will be greater than the imports value.

4.2 Empirical Model
Based on the theory, the study’s empirical model is expressed in a semi-loglinear form in order
to interpret the coefficients as elasticities in equation 4.11:
LnGDPt =β0+β1LnNERt+β2LnREMt+β3LnOPENt +β4LnGEXt + β5INF+β6WDUM+Ut 4.11
Where: U ~

ii N (o, σ²)
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GDP= Gross domestic product, NER= Nominal exchange rate, INF= Inflation, OPEN=
Openness of the economy to international trade, Remittances=REM, GEX=Total Government
Expenditure,WDUM =Dummy Variable for the War, and Ut = error term which is assumed to be
normally distributed with mean =0 and variance = d2.

βi represents β1, β2 β3 β4 β5 and β6 denote

the estimated coefficient of the independent variable.
4.3 Data Source and definition of variables
The study used Secondary data for the analysis within the period 1980 to 2015. Annual time
series data was sourced as follows: Nominal exchange rate, Openness, Total Government
Expenditure and Remittances were sourced from the Bank of Sierra Leone various monthly
report while GDP was sourced from World Development Indicators.
The variables in the model are defined as follows:


Gross Domestic Product (GDP) measures the total value of all goods and services
produced in an economy in a given period (usually a year) adjusted for inflation. The
GDP is employed as a measure of a nation’s economic size and also to aid policy. It is a
proxy for economic growth.



Nominal Exchange Rate (NER) measures the price of one currency in terms of another
currencyand used in the model to capture exchange rate dynamics because for policy,
attention is paid more to the nominal exchange rate especially from the central banking
perspective. The effect (β1) of exchange rate on GDP is indeterminate depending on
whether NER operates via the Aggregate Supply (AS) or Aggregate Demand (AD)
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channel. Once it is positive then it operates through the AS channel, and once it is
negative it operates via the AD channel


Inflation (INF) measures the general rise in the level of prices in an economy. It is
measured by the growth in CPI. A low inflation economy bolsters the value of its
currency and also a high purchasing power compared to other currencies whereas
countries with high inflation generally experience depreciation in currency compared to
other countries. A high inflation rate indicates economic uncertainty and instability in
that it dampens investors’ confidence in the economy and this translates to dampen
economic growth. The study expects the impact (β5) of inflationon GDP will be negative



Remittances (REM) are personal remittances into the economy and measures how this
inflow has impacted on economic growth. β2 is expected to influence the national output
positively.



Total Government Expenditure (GEX) measures the aggregate government
expenditures as a proxy for government consumption. The effect(β4) of total government
expenditure on GDP is ambiguous (indeterminate) depending on if government
expenditure crowds-out private sector(β5has negative effect on GDP) but if government
expenditure does not crowd out private sector then β5 is expected to be positive.



Openness (OPEN) In this study, opennessis measured as the sum of exports and imports
divided by GDP. It gauges the competitiveness’ of a country’s economy to international
trade.Moreover, (β3) the effect of openness on GDP is also indeterminate depending on
whether openness is import dependent or export dependent, If it is import dependent then
(β3) has negative impact on economic growth, whereas if it export dependent then (β3)
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has positive impact on economic growth. However, Sierra Leone is import dependent as
many other African countries, openness is import dependent.


Dummy variable (WDUM) is the dummy variable for the war period in Sierra Leone
from 1991-2002.The effect of the war (β6) on GDP is negative as war periods tend to
dampen economic growth.

4.4 Estimation Techniques
In estimating the time series model, it is essential to perform unit root test for stationarity, since
most time series are non-stationary and hence result in spurious regression results.
4.4.1 Unit Root Tests of Stationarity
The model given in equation 4.11 is estimated by taking into account the fact that time series of
macro variables often exhibit non-stationarity, in which case there is spurious regression. The
variables are therefore tested for unit roots by using the Augmented Dickey Fuller and the Phillip
Peron Tests. In testing whether the variable X has a unit root equation 4.12 was estimated:

 Xt-1 = a+ (β-1) Xt-1 +  Xt-1 + Ut

4.12

This equation is referred to as the auxiliary regression and this equation implies that

 Xt-1 = a+  Xt-1 +  Xt-1 + Ut is actually estimated where  =(β-1). The null hypothesis
that

(β-1) =0is tested against (β-1)<0. This is equivalent to testing for β=1 and β<1. This is

why the test is termed the unit root test. Since the residual of this in auxiliary regression are to be
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identically and independently distributed (iid), 1 lagged terms of the left hand side can be added
to get an independently distributed (iid) process. This was done with one and two lags for all
variables and this type of test is the augmented dickey fuller test. Hence, the equation for the
auxiliary version is:

 Xt-1 = a+ (β-1) Xt-1 +

i 1



(  Xt-1)+ Ut

4.13

i2

Each equation was also estimated with constant and time trend included. If the variables are
stationary at levels, it means that they are integrated of order zero (I0). After which, a regression
is run and an Ordinary Least Square (OLS) is estimated.If the variables are stationary at first
difference then they are integrated of order one (I1). Theoretically, if variables are stationary at
‘nth’ difference then they are ’integrated of order ‘n’.
4.4.2 Cointegration Tests
Following the tests for unit root, is the test for cointegration. The Cointegration test is used for
determining whether a long run economic relationship between variables. If the variables are
cointegrated, then there exist a long run relationship, but if the variables do not cointegrate then
there is no long run relationship. If the some of the variables are I0 and I1 after unit root test then
the Auto-Regressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) test for cointegration can be employed to know
whether or not a true long run relationship exist between the variables. However, if all the
variables are I1 variables, then the Johansen Approach to cointegration is used to detect whether
a genuine long run relationship exist among the variables.
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Furthermore, cointegration test determines whether a linear combination of the variables is
stationary. When there is cointegration, there is a long run relationship among the variables and
there is also an error correction representation of the model. If there is cointegration then the
short run relationship can also be obtained via the Error Correction Model (ECM).This follows
the Granger representation theory. Suppose Yt and Xt are cointegrated, an expression with the
specified Error Correction Model (ECM) indicates this relationship.

 Yt

= a0 + β1  Xt-1 -pÛt-1 +Yt (5)

Where: β 1 =Impact multiplier (Short Run effect), measures immediate impact that a change in
Xt will have on Yt,

p= Feedback/adjustment effect, and shows how muchof the disequilibrium

is being corrected in the model.

4.4.3 Post estimation tests
The following tests are used for post estimation diagnostics on the residual assumptions to gauge
model performance. These include residual normality tests, serial correlation tests, and
heteroscedasticity test for correct specification of the model. In addition, parameter stability tests
employing cumulative sum CUSUM and Cumulative Sum of squares (CUSUM square) to
ascertain stability is also carried out. The results of these tests help to establish the variability of
the estimates from the model.

4.6 ESTIMATION OF RESULTS
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This section presents the results of the empirical estimations and discussion of the findings.
Results were estimated with the EVIEWS 9 econometric software and the estimates are
interpreted accordingly.

4.6.1 Results of the Unit Root Tests
To ascertain the stationarity of the variables, the study employed the Augmented Dickey Fuller
(ADF) and Phillip Peron (PP) test for unit roots. The results are shown in Table 4.1 .
Table 4.1: Results of Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) and Phillip Peron (PP) tests with
Intercept

P-values

ADF-test
levels; I(0)
Critical
Value at
5%

0.0610

-2.951125

0.0000

0.1787

-2.951125

0.0000

0.6699

-2.948404

0.0000

0.8737

-2.948404

0.0000

LGEX

0.0752

-2.948404

0.0316

INF

0.5700

-2.954021

0.0000

Variables

D(LGDP)
D(LNER)
LREM
LOPEN

ADF-test
levels; I(0)

ADF test
(First
Difference;
I(1))

P-values

ADF test
(First
Difference;
I(1))
Critical
Value
at
5%
2.954021***
2.954021***
2.954021***
2.951125***
-2.951125**
2.951125***

PP test (First
Difference;
I(1))

P-values

PP test
(Levels;
I(0))
Critical
Value at
5%

0.0711

-2.951125

0.0000

0.0616

-2.951125

0.0000

0.6869

-2.948404

0.0000

0.8880

-2.948404

0.0000

PP test
(First
Difference;
I(1))
Critical
Value
at
5%
2.954021***
2.954021***
2.951125***
2.951125***

0.2241

-2.948404

0.0345

-2.951125**

0.0647

-2.948404

0.0000

-2.951125**

PP test
(Levels;
I(0))

P-values

Source: Author’s estimation from research data
Note: *** and **, imply 1% level of significance and 5% level of significance respectively
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From the results, all the variables are not significant at levels (integrated of order zero; I(0))
meaning that they have unit root and are non-stationary at the 1% level of significance ,.
However, at first difference (integrated of order one; I(1)), the variables became stationary at the
1% level of significance except GEX which is at 5% level of significance as shown by the
respective P-values and Critical values.
4.6.2 Granger Causality Test
The study used Granger causality test to determine the causality between exchange rate and
economic growth over the period under study. This test is done to establish whether there is a
unidirectional or bidirectional causal relationship between exchange rate and economic growth.
To determine the causal relationship between exchange rate and GDP (economic growth), the
Granger causality test is employed. This test is relevant to the study as one of its key objectives
is to determine the causal relationship between exchange rate and economic growth over the
period under review.

Table 4.2
Pairwise Granger Causality Tests
Sample: 1980 2015
Lags: 1

Null Hypothesis:

DLNER does not Granger Cause DLGDP
DLGDP does not Granger Cause DLNER

Obs

F-Statistic

Prob.

34

24.1290

3.E-05

0.14877

0.7024
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Source: Author’s estimation from research data
Table 4.2 shows the results of the Granger causality test in a bi-variate regression between GDP
and nominal exchange rate (NER) with lag of one. The test rejects the null hypothesis ‘NER does
not granger cause GDP’ and indicates that at the 5% level of significance it is preferable to
predict DLGDP by knowing DLNER than without knowing it. This implies that Granger
causality is unidirectional moving from DLNER to DLGDP and not the reverse. The implication
is that a depreciation of the exchange rate results in higher price of imported goods and reduces
the price of exports in domestic currency terms and thereby dampens the imports volume. This
translates to the fact that depreciation of the leones boost exports from local industries and
business in Sierra Leone and eventually results to increased output levels.

4.6.4 JOHANSEN COINTEGRATION TEST
Since all of the variables are integrated of order one (I(1)) subsequently the Johansen test for
cointegration was employed to know whether or not a long run relationship exist between the
variables. In conducting the test of cointegration, the study paid attention to whether a stable
long run relationship can be established. This means that the focus is on the direction of the long
run relationship if any. In conducting the Johansen cointegration test, the study first determined
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the optimal lag length to include in the specification. This is done to avoid spurious regression
results and overparameterisation because of insufficient lags. Hence, the optimal lag length was
determined using Akaike information criterion, Schwarz information criterion, and HannanQuinn information criterion, and then selected as in shown in Table 4.3
Table 4.3
VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria
Endogenous variables: DLGDP DLNER INF LGEX LOPEN LREM
Exogenous variables: C WDUM
Sample: 1980 2015
Included observations: 34

Lag

LogL

LR

FPE

AIC

SC

HQ

0

-276.1058

NA

0.923999

16.94740

17.48612

17.13112

1

-87.38216

0.000122*

7.963657*

10.11852*

8.698526*

288.6362*

Source: Author’s estimation from research data
* indicates lag order selected by the criterion
LR: sequential modified LR test statistic (each test at 5% level)
FPE: Final prediction error
AIC: Akaike information criterion
SC: Schwarz information criterion
HQ: Hannan-Quinn information criterion

From the table 4.3, the LR, FPE, AIC, SC and HQ decision criteria selected lag one at the 5%
level of significance, therefore the optimal lag is lag one .The study then performs the Johansen
test of Cointegration as is shown in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5. An intercept was chosen with no
trend in cointegrating equation.
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Table 4.4
Sample (adjusted): 1983 2015
Included observations: 33 after adjustments
Series: DLGDP DLNER INF LGEX LOPEN LREM
Exogenous series: WDUM
Lags interval (in first differences): 1 to 1

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)

Hypothesized

Trace

0.05

No. of CE(s)

Eigenvalue

Statistic

Critical Value

Prob.**

None *

0.839851

143.6436

95.75366

0.0000

At most 1 *

0.626958

83.19923

69.81889

0.0030

At most 2 *

0.492535

50.65907

47.85613

0.0266

At most 3

0.381508

28.27426

29.79707

0.0741

At most 4

0.287561

12.41872

15.49471

0.1379

At most 5

0.036578

1.229706

3.841466

0.2675

Source: Author’s estimation from research data

Trace test indicates 3 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values

From Table 4.4, the Trace test indicates three cointegrating equations between the variables at
5% level of significance. This test shows the existence of cointegrating relationships between the
variables.
Table 4.5
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)

Hypothesized

Max-Eigen

0.05
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No. of CE(s)

Eigenvalue

Statistic

Critical Value

Prob.**

None *

0.839851

60.44439

40.07757

0.0001

At most 1

0.626958

32.54016

33.87687

0.0715

At most 2

0.492535

22.38481

27.58434

0.2013

At most 3

0.381508

15.85554

21.13162

0.2334

At most 4

0.287561

11.18901

14.26460

0.1450

At most 5

0.036578

1.229706

3.841466

0.2675

Source: Author’s estimation from research data

Max-eigenvalue test indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values

From Table 4.5, the Maximum Eigenvalue test indicates one cointegrating equations between the
variables at the 5% level of significance. This test also shows the existence of cointegrating
relationships between the variables. Taken together, these tests indicate the existence of
cointegrating relationships among between the variables. The study uses the Max-eigenvalue
test showing 1 cointegrating equation.

Table 4.5.1
1 Cointegrating Equation(s):

Log likelihood

-95.68746

Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses)
DLGDP
DLNER
INF
LGEX
1.000000
-0.231257
0.002253
0.028582
(0.07314)
(0.00070)
(0.00706)

LOPEN
-0.116695
(0.02995)

LREM
-0.016625
(0.00551)

Source: Author’s estimation from research data
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From Table 4.5.1 which shows the normalized equation, the war dummy did not appear
because it was treated as an exogenous variable that possibly affect the behavior of the
model. The normalized model is what is estimated for the long run relationship.
After establishing cointegration relationship, the study then estimates the Vector Error
Correction Model (VECM). The VECM comprises of the long run and short run estimated
coefficients, and the error correction model (speed of adjustment) as shown in Table 4.6 and
Table 4.7.
Table 4.6: Long-Run Parameter Estimates of the Model Dependent Variable: DLGDP

Variable

Coefficient

Standard errors

t-statistics

DLGDP(-1)

1.000000

DLNER(-1)

-0.231257

0.07314

-3.162

LGEX(-1)

0.028582

0.028582

4.04959

LREM(-1)

-0.016625

-0.016625

-3.01762

LOPEN(-1)

-0.116695

-0.116695

-3.896
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INF(-1)

0.002253

C
-0.982601
Source: Author’s estimation from research data

0.002253

3.23852

-0.982601

Table 4.6 of the estimation table contains the estimates of the long-run parameters, along with
their standard errors and t-statistics. The war dummy variable did not appear because it was
treated as an exogenous variable that possibly affect the behavior of the model.All the
variables are significant at 5% level of significance.
In the long run, nominal exchange rate has a negative effect on GDP, with a coefficient of

-

0.23, meaning a unit change in nominal exchange rate will lead to 0.23 unit in GDP in the
opposite direction as the two variables are inversely related. Thus depreciation is expected to
increase economic growth measured by GDP by 0.23 of a unit. This corroborates Rawlings and
Pravens (2000) who conducted a study on Sierra Leone and nineteen other African countries.
Their study revealed that real exchange rate devaluation stimulated the trade balance and this
translated to enhance economic growth of Sierra Leone. However, it contradicts Korsu (2009) in
which real exchange rate appreciation boosts economic growth.
Moreover, openness has a negative impact on GDP with a coefficient of -0.12, this means that a
unit increase in openness is expected to trigger 0.12 of a unit decrease in GDP. This may be due
to the import dependency nature of Sierra Leone as reliant on more imports of goods and
services. Also in the long run, personal remittances(REM) has a negative impact on GDP with a
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coefficient of -0.02, and this implies that a unit increase in remittances is expected to cause a
0.02 percent decline in GDP.
Furthermore, in the long run government expenditure has a positive effect on GDP with a
coefficient of 0.03, and this means that a unit change in government expenditure is expected to
trigger a 0.03 of a unit change in GDP in a direct manner. This implies an increase in
government expenditure by a unit leads to 0.03 of a unit increase in GDP. Inflation has a positive
impact on GDP

with coefficient of 0.002 and this means that a unit increase in inflation is

expected to result in a 0.02 percent increase in GDP. This indicates that government is
embarking on seigniorage to reduce the value of its national debt over the period of study.
Table 4.7: Error Correction Model (Speed of Adjustment) and Short Run Model

Dependent Variable: D(DLGDP)
Method: Least Squares (Gauss-Newton / Marquardt steps)
Sample (adjusted): 1983 2015
Included observations: 33 after adjustments

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

ECM(-1)

-0.296236

0.112872

-2.624517

0.0143

D(DLNER(-1))

0.405090

0.122358

3.310708

0.0027

D(LGEX)

0.222026

0.082763

2.682656

0.0125

D(LREM(-1))

-0.022919

0.018902

-1.212551

0.2362

D(LOPEN(-1))

-0.288643

0.106282

-2.715814

0.0116

D(INF(-1))

-0.002044

0.000864

-2.365455

0.0257

WDUM

-0.044710

0.049079

-0.910992

0.3707
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R-squared

0.665464

Mean dependent var

-0.008075

Adjusted R-squared

0.588263

S.D. dependent var

0.214484

S.E. of regression

0.137628

Akaike info criterion

-0.942698

Sum squared resid

0.492476

Schwarz criterion

-0.625257

Log likelihood

22.55452

Hannan-Quinn criter.

-0.835889

Durbin-Watson stat

1.958300

Source: Author’s estimation from research data

Table 4.7 shows the estimated coefficient of the error correction model (negative), indicating
convergence towards long run equilibrium, and reports the coefficients of the short-run
parameters, along with their standard errors and t-statistics. The error correction term(ecm-1)
coefficient of approximately -0.3 indicates that approximately 30% of shocks can be justified as
a long run trend, thus convergence towards the long run equilibrium. The implication of this is
that deviations in the GDP away from the equilibrium are corrected by 30% within a year.
The short run coefficients were significant at the 5% level of significance, except personal
remittances at first period lag and war dummy which was not statistically significant. In the short
run, nominal exchange rate at first period lag was significant at the 5% level of significance, but
has a positive impact on GDP with a coefficient of 0.4. This implies that a unit change in
nominal exchange rate is expected to trigger 0.4 of a unit increase in GDP. Thus appreciation of
the nominal exchange rate at first period lag is expected to increase GDP ceteris paribus during
the period studied.
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Furthermore, Openness at first period lag was significant at the 5% level of significance and has
negative impact on GDP with coefficient of -0.28. This means that a unit change in openness is
expected to trigger 2.8 of a unit decrease in GDP. Government expenditures was significant at
the 5% level of significance and has a positive impact on GDP with a coefficient of 0.22.This
implies that a unit change in government expenditure is expected to cause 0.22 of a unit increase
in GDP.
The overall fit of the model is such that R2 has a value of 0.66.This shows that 66% of the total
variations in GDP is explained by its regressors.

4.6.3 Diagnostics Tests
In order to ascertain the reliability of the estimated results, the following diagnostic test was
conducted; Residual Normality Test, Heteroskedasticity test, autocorrelation, CUSUM and
CUSUM of squares.
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Figure 4.1: Residual Normality Test

12

Series: Residuals
Sample 1983 2015
Observations 33

10

Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis

8

6

4

-0.042592
-0.068923
0.242628
-0.261506
0.116272
0.448077
2.923988

Jarque-Bera 1.112194
Probability 0.573443

2

0
-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

0.0

0.1

0.2

The results of the normality test show that the errors of the GDP model are normally distributed
with mean zero and standard deviation of one. This means that the errors of the GDP model are
normal since p-value is greater than the 5% significance level.

Table 4.8 Test of Homoskedasticity of the ECM
Heteroskedasticity Test: Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey

F-statistic

1.199644

Prob. F(12,20)

0.3473
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Obs*R-squared

13.81157

Prob. Chi-Square(12)

0.3129

Scaled explained SS

5.989940

Prob. Chi-Square(12)

0.9166

The results of the Heteroskedasticity White test show that the errors of the GDP model are
homoscedastic. This Heteroskedasticity White test regresses the GDP-regressors upon the
residuals to test if the GDP-regressors can explain the residuals. Since the p-value of the Fstatistic is greater than 5% significance, the errors of the GDP model are homoscedastic.

Table 4.9 Autocorrelation Test of the ECM

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:

F-statistic

0.142023

Prob. F(1,25)

0.7095

Obs*R-squared

0.000000

Prob. Chi-Square(1)

1.0000

The results of the Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test show that the errors are noncorrelated. This implies that because the p-value is greater than 5%., the errors are noncorrelated. The study therefore establishes that the errors are non-correlated, the estimates
obtained by ordinary least squares are optimal Best, Linear, Unbiased and Efficient (BLUE).
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Figure 4.10: The CUSUM stability Test (Brown, Durbin, Ewans)
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The CUSUM stability test indicate that there is a specific instability. The zones of instability are
2008-2012 (adhoc instability) and 2013-2015(Ebola Virus Disease).
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However, the CUSUM squared stability Test (Brown, Durbin, Ewans) is such that the curve does
not touch the corridor meaning that the GDP model is structurally stable at 5% level of
significance.
CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

5.1 Conclusion
The study was carried out to investigate the effects of real exchange rate on economic growth in
Sierra Leone over the period 1980-2015. The specific objectives of the study was to determine
the causal relationship between real exchange rate and economic growth; and to examine the
effects of real exchange rate in both the short run and long run periods.
To achieve this, the study used the Granger Causality Tests between exchange rate and economic
growth to establish a univariate causal relationship between real exchange rate and economic
growth. To better inform policy nominal exchange rate and GDP were used as accordingly.
Furthermore, the study also employed Johansen Cointegration Approach since all variables were
integrated of order one to establish whether Cointegration (long run relationship) exists between
exchange rate and economic growth over the coverage period. Therefore, the approach used by
study was regression analysis using time series data.
The study found out that Exchange Rate does not granger causeGDP’. This implies that Granger
causality is unidirectional moving from Exchange Rate to GDP and not the reverse. The shows
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that adepreciation of the exchange rate results in higher price of imported goods and lowers price
of exports in domestic currency terms and thereby dampens the imports volume.This will
translates to incentivizing Sierra Leonean businesses and local industries to export goods and
services given depreciation of the domestic currency (Sierra Leonean Leone) feeds through and
eventually results to boost output levels.
Furthermore, the Johansen Approach to Cointegration showed that there was existing long run
relationships between GDP and its regressors. This was reflected in the Eviews output.
Consequently, the parsimonious short run model of GDP was estimated during the study period.
The results indicate that in general, Government expenditure has a positive impact on economic
growth (GDP).In addition, exchange rate depreciation has a positive impact on economic growth
which mean that the transmission mechanism is from the supply side. Furthermore, inflation was
has a negative impact on economic growth (GDP). This indicates that government uses seignior
age to reduce its national debt. Moreover, openness of the economy to international trade also
negatively impacts on economic growth (GDP). This indicates that the Sierra Leone economy is
import dependent and hence does not support growth sustainably, particularly in the long run.
This may be attributed to the fact that the demand for foreign currency to import goods exerts
excessive pressure on the domestic currency hence eroding the value of the ’Leone’ which has
exacerbating consequences of the economy. The clarion call is thus export promotion.
Remittances had negative impact on economic growth while the dummy variable for war period
has a negative impact on economic growth (GDP).
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5.2 POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The achievement of economic growth that is sustainable buttressed by relative stability in
exchange rate has been a meaningful condition in many developing countries. This is because it
translates into a better prospect of growth in the per capita income and living standard.
Based on conclusion, the study provides the following policy suggestions:


Since openness of the Sierra Leone economy to international trade has negative impact
on economic growth thus indicating the import dependency nature of the economy, which
in the long run may be inimical to sustainable economic growth, the study recommends
government of Sierra Leone create the conducive environment to support domestic
industries. These industries with the support from government will enable them to raise
their capabilities and improve on the quality in production so that goods such as cocoa
and coffee could be transformed into finished products and promote export to earn forex
for the country in order to shore up Sierra Leone’s balance of payments position and
bolster relative stability in the exchange rate. There is also the urgent need for
government of Sierra Leone to create awareness for Sierra Leoneans to consume the
goods produced in Sierra Leone with the intention of dampening imports of goods that
are produced locally.



Exchange rate polices and structural policies such as price liberalisation need to be wellcoordinated to ensure broad-based macroeconomic stability and sustainable economic
growth. Taken in one breath, these policies should steer the dynamics of the exchange
rate with resultant effect of exchange rate relative stability to bolster economic growth,
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thus contributing to economic development in Sierra Leone. Ideally, Government should
intensify its iron ore-mining operations to increase export proceeds and attracts more
Foreign Direct Invest into the country. This will translate to shore-up the foreign
exchange reserves to maintain the value of the leones (domestic currency) and curtail
inflationary pressures.


Since inflation has positive effect on economic growth, measures taken by the Bank of
Sierra Leone to tame inflationary pressures and cage inflation expectations of the public
are key. This reinforces the fact that Bank of Sierra Leone and the ministry of Finance
must have a firm handshake (good coordination) in harnessing their policies to curtail
inflationary pressures.



Government should direct its expenditure to more productive areas such as rural
agriculture-integrated rural development, maintenance of law and order and the
establishment of a conducive environment for the private sector to play its role as the
prime mover of the economy.
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APPENDIX 1

OVERPARAMETERISED MODEL
Dependent Variable: D(DLGDP)
Method: Least Squares (Gauss-Newton / Marquardt steps)
Sample (adjusted): 1983 2015
Included observations: 33 after adjustments

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

ECM(-1)

-0.511366

0.404172

-1.265219

0.2179

D(DLGDP(-1))

-0.168882

0.202254

-0.835002

0.4120

D(DLNER(-1))

0.434023

0.162429

2.672085

0.0133

D(LGEX(-1))

0.460398

0.471436

0.976585

0.3385

D(LREM(-1))

-0.029874

0.022159

-1.348164

0.1902

D(LOPEN(-1))

-0.369936

0.174180

-2.123872

0.0442

D(INF(-1))

-0.001720

0.001247

-1.379198

0.1806

C

-0.130882

0.140639

-0.930621

0.3613

WDUM

0.017651

0.060051

0.293942

0.7713
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R-squared

0.598734

Mean dependent var

-0.008075

Adjusted R-squared

0.464978

S.D. dependent var

0.214484

S.E. of regression

0.156885

Akaike info criterion

-0.639606

Sum squared resid

0.590710

Schwarz criterion

-0.231468

Log likelihood

19.55350

Hannan-Quinn criter.

-0.502280

Durbin-Watson stat

2.131409

APPENDIX 2
Data Used In The Study
Year

GDP

INF

NER

Openness

GEX

REM

WDUM

1980

1155500000

12.91

1.05

0.3590

1332900000 95,256.46

0

1981

1292200000

23.37

1.16

0.3085

1508300000 87,994.74

0

1982

1604500000

26.89

1.24

0.2347

1767800000 80,733.03

0

1983

1876100000

68.53

1.89

0.1950

2081800000 53,041.11

0

1984

2729500000

66.57

2.51

0.1892

2778100000 79,682.86

0

1985

4365000200

76.58

5.09

0.2150

4443000200 39,260.63

0

1986

7888000000

80.87

16.09

0.2501

8132000000 57,817.84

0

1987

22471999500

178.70

34.04

0.2096

20499999200 76,375.06

0

1988

34304999400

34.29

32.51

0.1787

29387999200 79,965.35

0

1989

55803998500

60.80

59.81

0.2437

52317998400 51,828.41

0

1990

98386000000

110.95

151.45

0.1805

97708000000 27,072.39

0

1991
1992

230363000000
339591000000

102.69
65.50

295.34
499.44

0.2442
0.2790

225169000000 27,764.22
344043000000

1
1
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65,673.31

1993

436301000000

22.21

567.46

0.2529

455039000000 57,801.57

1

1994

535021100000

24.20

586.74

0.2242

514353100000 55,902.13

1

1995

657597000000

25.98

755.22

0.2095

709234000000 23,673,629.72

1

1996

867062000000

23.14

920.73

0.3530

994564000000 25,246,637.87

1

1997

834489000000

14.95

981.48

0.2038

850166000000 5,984,620.20

1

1998

1051327000000

35.53 1563.62

0.2097

1127123000000 20,330,605.05

1

1999

1207704000000

34.08 1804.20

0.1975

1281294000000 22,476,894.13

1

2000

1330312000000

-0.84 2092.13

0.2677

1613140000000 7,134,994.32

1

2001

2144006000000

2.09 1986.15

0.4028

2571639000000 6,215,277.85

1

2002

2600670000000

-3.29 2099.03

0.4004

3160679000000 21,815,455.10

0

2003

3220010000000

7.60 2347.94

0.4705

3807744000000 25,889,258.39

0

2004

3866124000000

14.19 2701.30

0.4428

4360980000000 24,714,834.48

0

2005

4703828000000

12.05 2889.59

0.4468

5263104000000 2,435,105.01

0

2006

5583531173700

9.54 2961.91

0.4191

6040377173700 15,622,339.18

0

2007

6443514214200

11.66 2985.19

0.3851

7029115214200 41,973,856.38

0

2008

7470061959300

-35.84 2981.51

0.3469

8379548959300 22,578,606.73

0

2009

8430220976200

9.25 3385.65

0.4154

9629652976200 35,896,004.04

0

2010

10409107157700

16.64 3978.09

0.4926 12223081157700 44,218,574.71

0

2011

12797612937600

16.19 4349.16

0.7836 18963958481469 58,811,610.11

0

2012

16515434133800

12.87 4344.04

0.9246 21051144564301 64,534,066.72

0

2013

21317382464000

10.27 4332.50

0.9627 27755079951409 69,660,689.73

0

2014
2015

22689470635371
21582491457620

7.33 4524.16
8.01 5080.75

1.1165 27605179532793 62,430,111.56
0.9279 27426831168055

0
0
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